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the steering wheel is one of the first things that will catch your
attention when you start playing. it is all you really need to get

into the world of rally. however, the game is constantly updated,
adding new vehicles and new routes. this is probably the only

feature that lets you feel that the game is in constant
development. so you can become a professional and a good

driver. in addition, if you want to choose the car, you'll have to
buy it, but when you win, you can sell it to other players or a

dealer and get the money you spent. the game is a game similar
to the model you're familiar with. drive an off-road vehicle to the

finish line. you can go over walls, jump over ditches, drive through
forests, turn right and left, accelerate and brake with the press of

a button. the game has three main game modes: road to wrc,
road to wrc and world rally championship. road to wrc is the main

campaign, which allows you to progress through the world
championship of various cars. road to wrc includes 15 events,
which are divided into five classes. once you have progressed

through the wrc-class, you can move on to the next class. you can
race in the same car for each event. each game mode includes a

full calendar of events, and there are competitions for you to
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enter in each of the 14 locations. in world rally championship
mode, you compete in the rally events organized by the wrc. you

can also compete in various wrc-class events, and you can
compete in rally events for a different class. in addition, you can
compete in championship matches with other players and can

race in the final tournament, where you can win the title. there is
a career mode, as well as several types of online racing.
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